DOL Permitting On-Line ads for Faculty Positions
Effective 31 August 2011, DOL modified its advertising requirements for faculty positions to permit using on-line advertisements to meet the recruitment documentation requirements for the Labor Certification process (the start of the Permanent Residence process) for international faculty. The ad must include the job title, job duties and minimum requirements. The following is the text of their FAQ regarding the length of posting and other specifications:

1. **Is the employer permitted to use an electronic or web-based national professional journal instead of a print journal when conducting recruitment under 20 CFR 656.18, Optional special recruitment and documentation procedures for college and university teachers?**

Yes, an employer may use an electronic or web-based national professional journal to satisfy the provision found at 20 CFR 656.18(b)(3), which requires use of a national professional journal for advertisements for college or university teachers. The electronic or web-based journal's job listings must be viewable to the public without payment of subscription and/or membership charges. The advertisement for the job opportunity for which certification is sought must be posted for at least 30 calendar days on the journal's website. Documentation of the placement of an advertisement in an electronic or web-based national professional journal must include evidence of the start and end dates of the advertisement placement and the text of the advertisement.
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